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A portfolio-based approach for supporting strategic and organisational design decisions in purchasing

ABSTRACT

We develop a purchasing portfolio method by integrating a company view, a market-based view and a process view, aggregated in a 3-dimensional portfolio cube. Top management typically takes another view on purchasing issues than purchasing itself. Furthermore, it seems crucial to include the process view, since strategies have to be executed and organisational design features to support these strategies have to be compatible with purchasing processes. This integrated approach seems more complete compared to single, 2-dimensional portfolio methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Companies use portfolios for a wide range of applications (see Turnbull 1990). In the domain of purchasing they are used to assess purchasing strategies for items organisations source from the global marketplace. Although portfolio methods are not free from being criticized (see Dubois and Pedersen, 2002; Ritter, 2000; Wagner and Johnson, 2004) Gelderman and Van Weele showed that the greater use of purchasing portfolio models is often associated with higher levels of professionalism as well as a better organisational position of the purchasing function within the firm (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2005). Cox (1997) states that the purchasing profession regards the usage of purchasing portfolio methods as “operational professionalism”. Breaking down complex problems into their most critical dimensions is a key feature of portfolio methods. This is why they have been labelled as a powerful management tool (Turnbull, 1990) and as being one of the most important tools for purchasing (Syson, 1992).
Nearly all purchasing portfolios are based on Kraljic’s approach who proposed to group the items to be purchased based on their profit impact as well as the supply risk involved. The resulting matrix is used to denominate four categories for which specific purchasing strategies can be derived (Kraljic, 1983). The general purpose of this approach is obviously in supporting purchasing strategy decisions, while the underlying purchasing organisation is not part of the analysis. However, when deciding for instance for the exploitation of purchasing power or for looking for alternative suppliers, it might be necessary to implement organisational measures such as setting up an International Purchasing Office in a country abroad and link it to the overall purchasing organisation.

When deriving purchasing strategies, resource allocation must be laid out implicitly, since they will be pursued by members of the purchasing organisation themselves. Therefore, it might be worthwhile not only to group the items to be purchased regarding their (potential) profit impact and their supply risk, but also taking into account the internal efforts and requirements when executing both the strategic and the administrative purchasing processes. We develop a portfolio-based approach that helps to group supply items in a way that takes into account a company-oriented as well as a market-oriented and a process-oriented view. Each view (or sub portfolio) is based on two associated dimensions that span a matrix in which – according to individual needs – four, nine, sixteen, etc. categories can be defined that prescribe different fields of action. We then combine the three views into a portfolio cube that groups the items to be purchased in a 3-dimensional way. For demonstration purposes and ease of use, we assume four categories for each view so that eight categories can be distinguished in the purchasing cube. Each of these eight categories constitutes a generic material class for which fields of action regarding purchasing strategies as well as organisational design features and process designs can be derived.
2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PURCHASING PORTFOLIO MODELS

Kraljic (1983) introduced a purchasing portfolio approach with three phases. The supply items are classified according to the dimensions profit impact and supply risk. Purchased items are grouped into the categories ‘strategic’, ‘bottleneck’, ‘leverage’, and ‘non-critical’ by assigning high or low values regarding their profit impact and their supply risk (see figure 1). For each of these four categories a distinctive purchasing approach should be derived.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Profit Impact</th>
<th>Low Profit Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leverage Items:</strong> exploitation of purchasing power</td>
<td><strong>Strategic Items:</strong> diversify, balance or exploit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noncritical Items:</strong> efficient processing</td>
<td><strong>Bottleneck Items:</strong> volume assurance search for alternatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Geldermann an Van Weele (2005); Modified from Kraljic (1983).

Figure 1: Kraljic’s Portfolio

Even though similar approaches have been developed by Elliot-Shircore and Steele (1985); Olsen and Ellram (1997a); Lilliecreutz and Ydreskog (1999); Van Weele (2002) (see Gelderman and Van Weele, 2005), the Kraljic model has become the standard in this domain of application (Gelderman, 2003; Lamming and Harrison, 2001). As a transparent and easy to use strategic tool the method has to have shortcomings that can be criticized. However,
Gelderman and Van Weele (2003, p. 20) concluded in an explorative study that “experienced portfolio users reflect on the results of portfolio analysis and consider in-depth discussions with cross-functional teams as the most important benefit of any purchasing portfolio analysis.” Furthermore, these users derive different strategies for each single quadrant according to the specific items and the situation of the company (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2002), whereas purchasing power as well as dependence (Caniëls and Gelderman, 2005) play a significant role on the chosen strategies.

Recently, Trautman et al. (2009) presented a portfolio-based model for global sourcing issues dedicated to develop category selection criteria for exploiting economies of scale, economies of information and learning as well as economies of process. They use three sub portfolios for the three types of economies to be gained and focus on global sourcing issues and on ‘information and learning’, an important issue already addressed by other authors (Arnold, 1997; Faes et al., 2000; Gelderman and Demeijn, 2006; Rozemeijer, 2000). Other portfolio approaches such as for analysing suppliers used by companies (Cunningham, 1982), for managing supplier relationships (Olsen and Ellram, 1997b), for electronic ordering and related tasks (Bartezzaghi and Ronchi, 2004), for supplier involvement in new product development (Wynstra and Pierick, 2000), or focusing sustainability issues (Pagell, Wu and Wasserman, 2010) are further valuable contributions in the domain.

3. ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN IN PURCHASING

While we are not aiming at developing a comprehensive method on organisational design decisions in purchasing, the organisational dimension in our view is part of the problem when developing and executing purchasing strategies. Since our approach takes into consideration the process view and can be used to derive basic organisational decisions, a short overview regarding this field of research should be given.
A large amount of literature exists, focusing on organisational design questions that are relevant to achieve the organisation’s goals. This includes decisions regarding the division of labour and clustering organisational units into larger formal structures such as departments. Other aspects are developing and implementing systems of both communication and coordination inside and between organisational units, designing adequate control mechanisms, and decisions regarding authority and responsibility (Hamel and Prahalad 1994). Obviously, organisational design is much more complex than boxes and connecting lines in organisational charts (Champoux, 2000). According to Trent (2004), three major streams of research can be differentiated from literature. The first stream discusses two aspects: the interdependence of strategy and structure accentuated by the well known “structure follows strategy” hypothesis by Chandler (1962) and the question of mechanistic versus organic designs. Which factors influence the organisation’s design and how and what causes design changes are the primary research questions of the second stream. A third stream focuses on the types of organisational designs.

The rather limited research dedicated to organisational issues in purchasing, and related functions, concentrates mostly on organisational designs, thus focusing either more on internal or more on external interfaces. For instance, purchasing’s involvement in product design and other activities regarding the product development process asks for (internal) team-based approaches with R&D, manufacturing, or quality assurance (Lakemond, Van Echtelt and Wynstra, 2001; Stuart, 1991). In contrast, e.g. gaining knowledge about supply markets focuses on markets and potential suppliers. Integrating and coordinating procurement requirements are challenging and difficult to master regarding both interfaces (Rozemeijer, Van Weele and Weggeman, 2003).
Consequently, a variety of different design alternatives for the purchasing function have been discussed in the literature, thus analysing the structural dimensions of centralized, decentralized and hybrid designs (Corey, 1978; Dobler and Burt, 1996; Faes et al., 2000; Leenders and Johnson, 2000; Leenders and Fearon, 1997; Lysons, 1996; Monczka et al., 2005; Pooler et al., 2004; Quintens et al., 2006; Rozemeijer, 2000; Van Weele, 2002; 2005). Specific organisational features such as International Purchasing Offices (IPOs) (Goh and Lau, 2002; Carduck, 2000), cross-functional sourcing teams (Van Weele, 2005; Leenders and Fearon, 1997; Trent and Monczka, 1994), and commodity management (Van Weele, 2005; Leenders and Fearon, 1997; Dobler and Burt, 1996; Carduck, 2000) are further discussed. Glock and Bogaschewsky (2009) developed a theory-based framework that helps to assess organisational costs of basic design alternatives applying transaction cost theory as well as principal agent theory.

Various empirical studies have been conducted analysing the practical relevance of organisational features in purchasing (Johnson and Leenders, 2006; Trent, 2004; Johnson et al., 1998; Fearon and Leenders, 1995; Giunipero and Monczka, 1990; 1997; Fearon, 1988). Furthermore, a number of case studies are available, illustrating real life implementations of organisational arrangements, thus exemplifying the way companies organise their purchasing function in a given competitive environment (Atkinson, 2006; 2005; Monczka, Trent and Handfield, 2005; Wolf, 2005; Seigel, 2004; Johnson and Leenders, 2001).

One of the key issues in organising purchasing is the question: Which categories should be integrated across sites and which should be managed by local purchasing (Faes et al., 2000; Mathyssens and Faes, 1997)? Integration in our view does not necessarily mean centralizing responsibilities. Instead different forms of coordination of local purchasing activities might be
preferable. This is one core aspect of the 3-dimensional portfolio approach as discussed below.

4. THE PURCHASING PORTFOLIO CUBE

2-dimensional purchasing portfolios mainly focus on the strategic influence of the supply situation on the company. Therefore, only profit impact and supply risk are considered as dimensions of analysis. Consequently, strategies derived from this kind of portfolio are based on general guidelines such as ‘exploit’, ‘balance’, and ‘diversify’. When taking the view of a local purchasing department, getting good prices and securing supply is paramount, no matter, if the purchasing volume at question is of high importance for the entire company or not. The major driver here is the importance for reaching the targets defined as key performance indicators for this department. Exploiting the market is therefore a strategy that is not necessarily strongly connected to overall profit impact. Moreover, it very often holds true that high volume goods are sourced from suppliers in rather long-term oriented relationships. This requires an effective and efficient management of a whole portfolio of relationships (Bensaou, 1999; Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001). Therefore, putting pressure onto suppliers in order to get better prices, qualities, etc. is often rather applied for goods of medium purchasing volume. If central purchasing or top management sets targets, regarding savings to be accomplished by the local purchasing departments for example, it has to be taken into account that the overall figure of savings often can only be maximized by exploiting supply markets for items with medium volume. Furthermore, it is rather likely, that focusing only on items that have a high profit impact for the company might in many cases result in substantial losses of opportunities to cut costs, to get better qualities, delivery schedules, etc. for a larger number of materials. Thus, for portfolio approaches based on the Kraljic matrix, it can be suggested that one should at least differentiate into high, medium and low profit impact.
But still, this approach would fall short on embracing the issue of the “technical” importance of specific items for the company. It is well known, that simple parts that are not available when needed may result in a total production disruption, possibly causing extremely high financial losses. The same may hold true for other core processes in the company. Assuring the availability of these items is not necessarily connected to a market-based supply risk. We therefore propose to take different views for the (potential) effects of certain purchasing situations on the company on the one hand and for analysing the supply markets on the other. Furthermore, an internal view, regarding purchasing-related processes, must be made in order to give support for organisational decisions of processes either covering the market-oriented (strategic) purchasing process or the operational order processes and related information flows. By doing so, we develop a portfolio method that considers different views of the problem and that is more able to improve the allocation of scarce resources (Olsen and Ellram, 1997a; Turnbull, 1990) than 2-dimensional approaches. For demonstration purposes we concentrate on four quadrants in each matrix. Note, that more quadrants might be advisable regarding the specific situation.

4.1. Company View

The company view considers the relevance of a given item or item class (covering a set of similar items) driving company success. It is differentiated into one dimension that focuses the purchasing volume impacting profit on the one hand and risk of non-availability of items on the other (see figure 2). Since the field of analysis is the company and its profit situation, the absolute figures of the purchasing volumes and the figures relative to the overall cost situation of the company are of concern. However, top management might not be ready to invest in additional human resources in purchasing compared to other options, e.g. in marketing or manufacturing, if the respective figures in these functions are higher.
The second dimension focuses on the “technical” relevance of a certain item or item class and its potential impact should these items not be available when needed or if they are not according to technical specifications. A high impact would ask for adequate measures in order to ensure availability and thus for assigning resources to this task. From a purchasing-oriented point of view this could mean keeping safety stock, having several suppliers for the same items as backup, contracting reliable, high-quality suppliers and logistic service providers. All these measures typically result in higher costs. This way basic supply strategies are pre-defined by the needs of the company. As long as profit impact is rather low, top management once again would not be ready to assign too many resources to the associated tasks in purchasing. The company view ensures that the supply-related needs of purchasing’s internal customers as well as the company’s profit objective are taken into account, at least in an aggregated sense.

Figure 2: Company View Sub-Portfolio

A first and rough analysis results in examining the basic policies whether items are of ‘high’ or ‘low’ concern and should therefore be treated as being of more or less significance in
purchasing. Adequate resources have to be assigned to the necessary tasks related to these items. In order to derive generic item classes, assessing exact lines of demarcation of the quadrants is less important.

4.2. Market View

The market view is of major concern for strategic purchasing and considers the relevance of the market for reaching the objectives of the strategic purchasing function. This matrix combines the dimensions ‘supply risk’ and ‘cost risk’ (see figure 3). Supply risk is high when there is only one supplier available or when the available suppliers aren’t reliable in terms of quality, delivery, etc. Securing supply is a core objective in purchasing and related tasks. However, it does not necessarily mean, that the impact of non-availability is always high on the company level. Consequently, we addressed this issue in the company view.

The cost risk includes the risk of not exploiting market opportunities in the sense of using purchasing power in order to reduce prices or to ward off price increases. Since these risks finally all translate into negative financial impacts, the same holds true for not reaching better contract terms and conditions, higher qualities, more timely deliveries, etc. A cost risk may occur simply because certain markets have to be followed closely in order not to miss a low price phase as it might happen in certain spot markets. These kinds of activities are not correlated to purchasing power. We therefore prefer the term cost risk instead of the often used term market leverage therefore opposing the idea that only exploiting economies of scale by pooling purchasing power (Matthyssens and Faes, 1997; Smart and Dudas, 2007) is a feasible purchasing strategy to reduce costs considerably.
Besides the specifics of our dimensions, the matrix can basically be used in a similar way as the portfolio approach proposed by Kraljic. A high cost risk, as well as a high supply risk, are asking for well defined supply strategies. Since the concrete strategic actions to be taken can only be derived according to the specific situation, there is not only a single “best” strategy assigned to the quadrants. Risk avoidance in both dimensions can result in actions that might be totally opposed to each other. Furthermore, the constitutional correlation between opportunity and risk is represented. For example, reducing the risk of losing money, when not applying purchasing power consequently is mirrored by raising the supply risk when focusing on only a few or just a single supplier. The positive and negative effects of bundling demand on a single supplier might outweigh each other. As a result the risk position regarding this item class can remain the same. Implementing single sourcing after bundling demand could even raise the overall market-related risk position.
4.3. Process View

The process view takes into account the specific requirements of the individual activities connected with the strategic as well as the administrative purchasing processes. This matrix combines the dimensions ‘frequency of changes’ and ‘complexity’ (see figure 4). We chose these dimensions due to the fact that frequent changes in demand specifications as well as complexity in the specifications itself typically ask for more intense communication between purchasing and the internal customer (Nellore and Söderquist, 2000). The more complex and more frequent this communication gets, the less easy it would be to implement lean processes or to use design features such as lead buyers. Complex communication often asks for personal contacts, so that local purchasing people have to be assigned that act as an interface to strategic purchasing.

It takes this process view in order to opt for organisational solutions such as implementing Desktop Procurement Systems (DPS). DPS semi-automate the entire workflow of selecting and ordering needed items by using electronic catalogues (Croom, 2000). Opposite to that, it cannot be concluded from a low supply risk and a low profit impact alone that implementing this kind of electronic procurement solution is a favourable strategy as some authors suggest from applying 2-dimensional portfolios (Bartezzaghi and Ronchi, 2004; Croom, 2000).
Especially project-based, purchasing processes as they are common in infrastructure projects can be extremely complex, requiring diverse loops during the specification and market analysis as well as supplier selection phases. Even after contracting a supplier, changes may occur when putting the sourced items into use, or when implementing supply parts into a machine or into other systems. Complexity, as well as frequent changes of specifications, also occurs quite often regarding marketing and sales requirements, especially in the consumer products sector. In order to serve these changing requirements in an adequate way, substantial resources might have to be assigned to purchasing since the processes are rather time consuming. The optimal organisational setup is strongly influenced by these factors.

4.4. Integration of views: the purchasing cube

Taking a detailed look at the purchasing situation is helpful in order to derive purchasing strategies on the one hand and to assign adequate organisational design features on the other. Each of the three sub portfolios shown above should be used for creating a specific view of the purchasing situation. Supply items can therefore be categorized with a company view that
is based on the financial impact as well as on the importance of the item for the company’s core processes (availability). Top management should be concerned about these two dimensions and should therefore - with the help of the Chief Procurement Officer - assess basic priorities for the respective items regarding availability and cost cutting initiatives. This includes make-or-buy decisions, the definition of minimum quality and service levels for suppliers, the general acceptance of certain logistic strategies (e.g. just-in-time deliveries), and the like.

Analysing the supply markets and assessing the risks and opportunities in these markets is the major strategic task of the purchasing function. It can be questioned that top management is always willing and able to get into the diverse details of supply market analysis. Purchasing as a strategic function has the obligation to maximize profits for the company while keeping the supply risk at an acceptable level. After the general strategic settings have been defined by top management according to the company view, purchasing should be able to act as a self dependent strategic function regarding the supply markets and deciding on how to tackle the markets by applying market-oriented purchasing strategies.

The process view finally helps in assessing task complexity of executing both strategic as well as administrative procurement processes. This view is in our opinion indispensable, since strategies to reduce costs by bundling demand cannot be easily applied for items that need frequent and intensive communication with internal customers because of their technical complexity or frequent changes of specifications. Another example is when the market view might call for a global sourcing strategy, which includes entering and developing foreign supply markets. This strategy cannot be pursued without setting up an adequate global sourcing organisation. Deciding on how and if to set up decentralized purchasing departments around the globe and how to link these to central purchasing, and to the possibly globally
distributed facilities, asks for analysing the need for communication with international customers, thus the process-related view is of relevance.

Figure 5: The Purchasing Portfolio Cube

The three views are interrelated and should be applied in a coordinated way when developing purchasing strategies and deriving compatible organisational structures. This integrated view results in the purchasing portfolio cube as shown in figure 5. The three dimensions of the cube focus on the relevance the items to be categorized with regards to the company view, the market view, and the process view. Again, we restrict ourselves to two values, ‘high’ and ‘low’ each for demonstration purposes, thus the cube shows eight sections. Each section can be interpreted as a generic material class with properties of a high or low relevance based on the three different views.
4.5. Generic material classes
It might be helpful to add a 2-dimensional view of the purchasing portfolio cube thus taking a closer look at the resulting eight categories (see figure 6).

MC I to MC VIII denote eight distinctive generic material classes. For supply items that are assigned to these generic classes, specific purchasing strategies and respective processes and resource allocations have to be derived. The real items and materials in the different generic material classes might ask for individually tuned purchasing strategies, so that we do not necessarily vote for a normative approach for each class. However, the basic strategies are likely to follow the same general objectives, so that the generic material classes define different general domains of strategic activity.
Figure 6: Generic material classes

The company has great interest in having MC V to MC VIII carefully managed, since the relevance for the company is high, either due to the profit impact of the respective items or because they are crucial for its core processes. MC VII and VIII face a relatively high risk regarding the supply markets, either due to opportunities that can be missed or because of dependencies on suppliers, supply shortages and the like. Here it becomes obvious that
purchasing strategies should not just be derived due to the position of items in the market-view portfolio. The position in a section of the cube only gives hints if special attention has to be paid to these items regarding a specific view. Using the sub portfolio of the specific view once again only specifies the kind of risk that has to be tackled. The purchasing strategy itself has to be developed afterwards, taking into account a broad range of both internal and external factors and by teaming up with other departments, depending on needs.

Another crucial point is the inclusion of the process view in order to decide on how to pursue the strategies in terms of responsibilities, coordination and other organisational features. Since strategy and structure are closely interrelated, no strategies should be implemented without defining possible organisational changes. Furthermore, no strategies should be pursued where the organisational demands negate the possibility to execute these strategies, even if organisational changes would be put into place. It should be clear that only when process relevance is low, strategies such as bundling demand over different sites might be an easy task. If bundling should be the chosen strategy despite complex processes, adequate resources have to be assigned in order to facilitate the execution of the strategy. As an alternative activities to shift items to other material classes can be started, such as product and process standardization.

Accordingly, other material classes can be discussed. MC V and VI are of high importance for the company, but there is neither risk nor opportunity regarding the supply markets. In this case, securing availability would be the right strategic direction, while the detailed strategy could differ a lot between items in these classes due to the specific internal and external situation. Again, low process relevance (MC V) opens opportunities for implementing – possibly lean - standard processes, while high process relevance would be more demanding.
MC III and IV both have high market-oriented relevance that can be again translated into the market risk dimensions “cost” and “supply”. While top management, by taking a ‘company view’, would typically not take a deep look into these material classes, purchasing would still be strongly interested in controlling the risk regarding the items in both material classes. Quite often significant savings can be gained on these items by implementing market-oriented strategies, especially because many of the items (from other MCs) that have a high profit impact are often sourced via strategic partnerships where exploiting leverage effects are often limited.

Last, but not least MC I and II both ask for lean processes and securing availability, since neither market risks nor larger opportunities or risks for the company can be detected as long as items aren’t shifted to other material classes. When complexity is low, these items are typically suitable for general agreements with suppliers that have acceptable prices but guarantee in-time availability and support the implementation of lean processes, especially catalogue-based, e-procurement systems. However, not all items in MC I might be according to industrial product standards so that suppliers possibly do not offer them via electronic catalogues. While market activity again should focus on securing availability, the items in MC II have to be standardized in order to be shifted to MC I, or a process as lean as possible has to be defined and implemented.

According to the empirical study by Johnson and Leenders (2001), major organisational design changes in purchasing functions of large, multi-unit firms are most often triggered by changes in the overall corporate structure. Thus connecting purchasing’s market-based view to the company view seems indispensable. While minor organisational changes and the use of certain design features might be in the hand of the CPO alone, major structural design changes would have to be discussed on the executive level even in smaller firms.
It should be noted, that adaptation strategies that involve shifting items from a certain MC to another, thus reducing complexity, market-driven risks, or the risk of non-availability can be derived.

5. Organisational design features

Due to the firm’s dynamic environment, both general company strategies as well as purchasing strategies are prone to change. Accordingly, organisational features might have to change when implementing strategies and in order to ensure both effectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, assigning organisational design features to the eight material classes can, to a certain extent, only be tentative. However, some general determinations can be made.

Although not all items in MC I might be eligible to be ordered via e-procurement processes, due to the fact that suppliers are simply not willing to offer these products via electronic catalogues and could not be convinced to do so, this is the primary material class for catalogue-based, e-procurement systems. Screening the market for adequate suppliers that offer the respective products could be assigned to a single lead buyer. We therefore look at a centralized strategic buying process and decentralized direct ordering.

Items in MC III, V, and VII are best suited to be handled strategically by lead buyers or commodity managers, since process relevance is low for all three classes and demands can be rather easily grouped and assigned to a single responsibility regarding sourcing the respective goods from the supply market. However, priorities differ between these MCs regarding the market view as well as the company view. Purchasing will be especially interested in MC III and VII due to their high market relevance and would therefore assign adequate resources in order to manage the related tasks. Global sourcing strategies would be possibly more promising for these classes than for MC V. However, the ‘low’ status of items in this class might be due to the fact that global sourcing has not been considered so far, so that adapting
this strategy might lead to shifting the items into MC III due to cost saving opportunities when involving suppliers from abroad. MC V instead is a typical “step child” candidate of purchasing. Usually, contracts are fixed with suppliers without tough negotiations, while putting special attention on service level agreements. Furthermore, multiple sourcing strategies might be applied.

For items in MC II, IV, VI, and VIII (high process relevance) it seems quite difficult to implement centralizing organisational features. Many of these items typically change frequently regarding their specification or are technically complex, so that close and frequent communication with internal customers is needed. Often internal customers and the assigned purchasing professional are building partnerships during a long-term relationship, thus reducing internal transaction costs. Both parties often know about the issues and whereabouts of certain requirements and associated procurement processes so that they communicate on a rather high knowledge level, thus being more efficient. Local purchasing should therefore be at least the interface to internal customers. This is in line with empirical findings by Trent (2004) that show that physical collocation is needed for high complexity. If strategic purchasing might be then done by e.g. a lead buyer depends on several factors such as technical affinity of the products to be purchased, market structures as well as suppliers, respectively. Due to their high market relevance, items in MC IV and VIII are requiring more coordinated strategies than materials in MC II and VI. If it is likely that designated ‘commodity’ managers would be more able to get the best out of the markets and suppliers regarding these items, this might be the organisational feature to be preferred for items in MC IV and VIII, respectively. Otherwise, efficient and effective coordination between the local purchasing sites would have to be ensured regarding these items. This is certainly a question,
where the factors of individual versus collective knowledge and learning as well as coordination have to be considered as well.

Finally, special attention might have to be paid to some items or item classes in MC VIII, showing a high level of relevance for the company as well as when looking at the supply market. For items in MC VIII, the fact that process relevance is high alone should not lead to strategies where the potentials to generate positive profit impact are not exploited. Therefore, specific organisational features such as purchasing strategy teams set together of the responsible local purchasers might be established. Innovative IT support could facilitate effective and efficient communication between team members.

Finally, it should be stated, that special market conditions as well as certain institutional company structures, for instance in holdings, might ask for further differentiated purchasing strategies as well as specific organisational features. As we could learn when applying the purchasing portfolio cube approach in a case study, high market relevance could also mean that the supply market has to be tackled by different purchasers from different sites more or less simultaneously. These local purchasers must coordinate their market strategies in order to tailor their annual demands into lots and get into individual negotiations with selected suppliers at the right time. This once again supports our view that normative suggestions for both strategy as well as organisational features cannot be assigned to certain categories derived from portfolio approaches.

6. LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Our approach basically has the same limitations as other portfolio-based methods, except for the fact that we broaden the analysis with different views. As mentioned above and in the literature (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2003; 2005), the ease of use of portfolio methods to strategic problems goes with many weaknesses such as fuzziness of many variables and
parameters, questionable assumptions and unclear ways how to differentiate diverse aspects. However, portfolio approaches are very popular in practice and are applied rather successfully by means of discussing issues and deriving decisions in teams that consist of the right experts. Further case studies are necessary to verify our method. It might be interesting to integrate our approach with methods that focus the ‘learning and knowledge’ perspective as shown by Trautmann et al. (2009). Sustainability aspects as outlined in Pagell et al. (2010) might have to be incorporated when deriving purchasing strategies.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a three-dimensional purchasing portfolio method that facilitates an integrated analysis regarding the company view, the market-based view, and the process view. The approach stipulates a differentiation and clear delineation of these views regarding the domains of analysis, the responsibilities, the objectives and strategies to be derived. However, it is able to show the interdependencies of these views and therefore helps deriving more integrated purchasing strategies as well as organisational design decisions. Since the process view helps in analysing the organisational dimension of the problem, in our view this approach is more complete than two-dimensional portfolio methods.

We applied our approach in a company from the brewing industry and showed its fitness for use. However, different settings in other companies of other industries might ask for variations in how to develop purchasing strategies and related organisational design decisions.
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